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Abstract
Log-periodic circular tooth antenna is modeled and
simulated to enhance absorption for graphene detector in
terahertz frequency. S parameter is primarily extracted
from isolated antenna, showing a uniform radiation feature.
A frequency-dependent voltage collected by a monitor set
over graphene sheet under terahertz illumination is
detected and compared with that of the condition without
an antenna. Voltage curve versus frequency matches the
corresponding S parameter of the log-periodic circular
tooth antenna over a wide range from 0.2THz to 1THz,
conforming the absorption assistance effect of the antenna.

1. Introduction

log-periodic antenna is matured and the antenna is easily
modeled in simulation[12, 13]. Parameters are to be
determined to define unique structure. Among these,
=
−
is the distance
refers to nth radius and
between adjacent arms. The outmost arm
is set to
332um in this simulation. Τ is defined as the ratio between
adjacent arm given by following equation:
Τ=

<1

Solid angle ϕ = 30.9° is the angle around the tip and tooth
angle θ = 60.3° is the arm angle. The outmost radius is
= 179 .
calculated as =

Graphene, an one-atomic-layer thick material, has been
widely investigated in optics since its discovery[1].
Versatile devices utilizing graphene were designed and
implemented in visible[2] and infrared optics[3] while the
low absorption[4] restricts graphene [5]in photodetectors
especially for terahertz waveband. Several methods
including photogating effect[6], plasmonic excitation[7, 8],
Salisbury screen[9] were introduced to enhance the
absorption of graphene.
Log-periodic antenna, serving as a wide waveband antenna
in communication field[10], can achieve uniform
absorption over a wide frequency range. Terahertz science
generally refers to electromagnetics between 0.1THz and
10THz. Characteristic length for an antenna ranges from
hundreds of micrometers to a few millimeters when the
working frequency is in terahertz waveband.
Integration of log-periodic circular tooth antenna and
graphene layer is simulated through CST studio suite. CST
software exploits finite integration time-domain
method(FITD) in time domain solver[11]. S parameter is
first extracted from paired Log-periodic antenna, showing
its radiation feature. Graphene sheet without antenna is
illuminated by terahertz light. The isolated graphene shows
negligible response to polarized terahertz plane wave. Then,
stacking antenna with graphene enhances electric field in
graphene as well as absorption.

2.Setup and Result
Log-periodic antenna refers to a multi-element array
arranged in predefined ratio. Investigation and design of

Figure1.
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Log-periodic circular tooth
, ,θ and ϕ are illustrated.

antenna

Paired log-periodic gold antenna is placed far from each
other and runs to a discrete port by means of long leads,
thus makes room and eliminates edge effect for graphene.
Substrate is set to lossless silicon possessing a relative
dielectric constant of 11.9. S parameter is first extracted
from simulation. Uniform curve conforms with the theory
and practice[14] while certain peaks at 0.35THz, 0.46THz,
0.66THz and 0.73THz are also obvious, as illustrated in
figure3 (a) . The highest radiation rate locates at 0.46THz
with a minimum S parameter of -35dB, a radiation power
of 22% and a gain of 4.94dBi. Direction graph shows x
plane radiation dominates. Polarization performance can be
summarized from simulation results. Electromagnetic
wave paralleled to tooth arm inclines to interact with the
antenna and is used to stimulate graphene sheet and
integrated device in subsequent steps.

Graphene is a two-dimensional Dirac semimetal material
and its electromagnetic behavior can be represented by
surface optical conductivity deduced from Kubo
formula[15]. Surface conductivity can be simply written as
Drude model[16] where intraband transition absorption
dominates with a weak photon energy of a few meV, as
given by following equation:
=

ℏ ( +
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Where ω is the angular frequency of the incident light.
Chemical potential is set to 0.5eV and carrier relaxation
time τ adopts 0.1ps, defining a uniform real part and
parabolic like curve for imaginary part in terahertz
frequency.

polarization direction and electric information is collected.
Negligible absorption is observed in pristine graphene.
Then, log-periodic antenna is stacked on graphene layer
and the calculation is again performed. Voltage monitors
set and electric field on the graphene plane before and after
imposing the antenna conforms the enhancement effect of
the antenna. Time and frequency domain simulation shows
similar electromagnetic distribution around graphene. The
field distribution around graphene sheet changes in
sinusoidal format. Maximum value of electric field is
illustrated in Figure3(b) and (c). Several response peaks
can be drawn from voltage spectral. The peaks locate at
0.35THz, 0.46THz, 0.66THz and 0.73THz, coincided with
S parameter of the antenna.

3. Conclusion
Limitation in photo detection applying due to low
absorption of graphene to terahertz light can be relieved by
integrating with a log-periodic antenna. Specially designed
antenna from a wide frequency range from 0.2THz to 1THz
can achieve much higher electrical response, conformed by
voltage monitor results before and after imposing the
antenna. Problems such as contact between graphene, gate
effect and substrate reflection still need investigating
further in order to make the discussed model closer to
reality.

Figure2. Dielectric constant of graphene versus frequency.
Dielectric constant is evaluated as = 1 +
/( Δ),
where
= 2 ⁄ and
≈ 377Ω . Graphene layer is
described by a Δ = 10nm thick square with a 20um side
length.
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